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Allianz efu health card policy

1) What is an application form? When is it necessary? An application form is the basic registration form for health coverage. It is also used to add additional dependents under the Policy. 2) Can anyone sign up under the Tahaffuz family policy? The Policy is not available to people suffering from or suffering from cancer,
diabetes or HIV/AIDS. 2) What is a pre-authorization form? When is it necessary? In case of hospitalization, the pre-authorization form is the standard model of the Company used to obtain the credit line at the Network Hospital. 3) What is a claim form? When is it necessary? A claim form is the standard Model of the
Company required for filing a reimbursement claim when treatment is obtained without the ease of credit and the pocket hospital bill has been settled. These forms are included in your welcome pack. The forms can be downloaded from the company's website, www.allianzefu.com or requested from the Department of
Individual Health. You can also use a photocopy of these models 3) Who can I register for under my Policy? You can include your spouse and a maximum of 4 children in charge, over 90 days of age, in your policy. Once enrolled at age 59, coverage can continue until 60 years 4) What are the eligibility conditions of this
product? Eligible relationships: Self-employed workers and dependents (Spouse and Maximum Children (04) Dependent Children three (03) months or older) Admissible age: Up to fifty-nine(59) years at the time of enrolment Children must be at least three (03) months old Once enrolled, coverage can be continued until
the age of 65. 5) When will the coverage begin? Coverage will begin after fifteen (15) days of general waiting period from the date of entry into force of your policy once Allianz EFU receives the application form fully completed together with the payment of the premium. Effective Date coverage is mentioned in your Policy
Document and Health Card. Suppose you, your spouse and your child are covered by Rs.100.000 /- each, under individual health insurance. This means that you are paying premiums against Rs 100,000 /- coverage for three separate policies In an unforeseen situation, if one of the insured requires hospitalisation and
medical expenses amount to Rs.180.000/-, individual Health Insurance would only cover up to Rs.100.000/-, while the remaining amount of Rs.80.000/- should be borne by yourself. But if you opt for the Family Plan of Rs.350.000/- the total limit would be shared among all policyholders. This means that all policyholders
registered in the policy, individually and collectively, enjoy health insurance coverage of up to Rs.000/- In this scenario the expense RS.180.000/- will be fully covered by virtue of your policy. The maximum amount that can be claimed under the policy during a year of policy will be limited to the Annual Family Limit
selected by you. 6) Can I include any of my dependents if I don't currently have one? They can be included the policy, if it meets the requirements, within 30 days of the first acquisition or within 30 days of its eligibility, subject to the Eligibility Conditions. All new dependents must register by filling out the application form.
7) What happens if I have not been able to register my dependents within thirty (30) days of eligibility? Registration of any dependent will not be accepted after thirty (30) days. If you do not apply for your insurance within thirty (30) days of eligibility, you may still be insuding them into your policy from the next renewal
date. 8) What happens if my healthcare expense is more than my family limit available? Can I claim the rest next year? The basic annual family limit is the maximum amount that can be claimed individually or collectively by all policyholders registered in the policy during a single policy period. In order for expenses to be
eligible for payment under the policy, you must incur or between the effective date and expiry date of your policy. If the actual expense exceeds the available family limit, the excess amount must be borne by the insured parties themselves. 8) What is a family limit claim/bonus bonus? If you do not claim your policy for two
consecutive years of policy, the company will give a no claim bonus in the form of a family bonus limit. The family bonus limit will be equal to 10% of the basic annual family limit and will work in the same way as the basic annual family limit. 9) What is the high claim charge? In the event of high claim of your policy during
the three years of policy immediately prior (prior to one or two years of policy for the first two renewals), the Company may increase the Renewal Premium at the following rates. Claims of up to 50% of Premium No Extra Claims up to 75% premium 15% Claims up to 100% Premium 20% Claims over 100% Premium 25%
In the event of increased basic premium rates (due to increased age band or review of premium rates), the charge will apply on the revised premium. 10) How long can I stay covered? The maximum age of registration in this policy is fifty-nine (59) years. Once enrolled in the policy, the coverage can continue until the
sixties (60 years). 11) I am already covered by my company's group health policy. Can I continue to buy the Individual Health Policy? Yes, you can still buy the Individual Health Policy to increase the group's health coverage. Your company's group health policy limits may not be enough to cover your medical expenses.
If a claim is not paid under its group contract due to a lower limit, you can request its reimbursement under the policy Second, your business may not cover your dependents. You can also buy health policy for them so that your whole family can enjoy a peace of mind. 12) Can I claim my medical expenses from both my
Individual Policy and the health policy of my company's group? You can claim your medical expenses in either policy. If the claim is not under the first policy, due to a shortage of the annual limit, the remaining amount of the other policy can be claimed. Please note that you cannot claim more than you spend on
treatment in accordance with these conditions. 13) What happens if I wasn't able to enroll my newborn baby within thirty (30) days of eligibility? Registration of the newborn baby will not be accepted after thirty (30) days of the eligibility date. If you do not apply for your insurance within thirty (30) days of eligibility, you can
still obtain it registered under your policy from the next renewal date. 14) I am already covered by my company's group health policy. Can I continue to buy the Individual Health Policy? Yes, you can still buy the Individual Health Policy to increase your group's health coverage. Your company's group health policy limits
may not be enough to cover your medical expenses. If a claim is not paid under its group contract due to a lower limit, it may request its reimbursement under the individual policy. Second, your business may not cover your dependents. You can also buy health policy for them so that your whole family can enjoy a peace
of mind. 15) Can I claim my medical expenses from both my Individual Policy and my company's group health policy? You can claim your medical expenses in either policy. In the event that the claim is not fully refunded under the first policy, due to the lack of the annual limit, you can claim the remaining amount of the
other policy. Please note that you cannot claim more than you spend on treatment in accordance with these conditions. 16) What is the purpose of the Health Card? The health card contains the basic information about your coverage. You will have to present your Health Card every time you seek treatment in a Network
Hospital. It identifies you in Network Hospitals and provides them with key information about your coverage. While you make telephone enquiries with us, we will also ask for health card information to identify you. 17) What should I do if I misplace or damage my health card? If you make an error or damage your health
card, you must notify the Department of Individual Health immediately so that a duplicate health card can be issued after due verification. 18) What is a Network Hospital? Network hospitals have been selected by our team of doctors after proper evaluation of the services available, staff and doctors of the faculty of these
hospitals. The company has a credit agreement with all its network hospitals. 19) Who do I contact if I have a problem with a Network Hospital? In the event of a problem with any of the network hospitals, please feel free to contact our 24-hour medical line immediately which is managed by our personal doctors for your
assistance. 19) Can I get treatment from a Non-Network Hospital? Yes! But in the event that the treatment is obtained in a Non-Network Hospital, the reimbursed treatment costs subject to the reasonable and personalized charges that would have incurred a Hospital for similar treatment. For this reason and also because
network hospitals are generally better than non-network hospitals in terms of quality of care, we recommend using a Network Hospital. 20) What is the Credit Line/ Pre-authorization? The credit line means that when you go to a Network Hospital for treatment covered in patients you are not required to pay in hospital. You
can receive medical treatment covered in credit at a network hospital and Allianz EFU will directly settle the bill at the Network Hospital on your behalf. In order to take advantage of the credit line, you need to obtain a pre-authorization from Allianz EFU so you can arrange the credit facility after evaluating your case in
accordance with the terms of the policy. The process is as follows: When seeking outpatient treatment, a day care procedure or any of the three specialist investigations (MRI, TAC and Thallium Scan) you must complete the pre-authorization form available at the admission office of all network hospitals and send it to us
three days before treatment. The form must also be signed by your treatment doctor. We will evaluate your form in light of the conditions of coverage of your policy and confirm the approval of the credit facility by telephone/fax/email/letter. We will also inform the Network Hospital about the ease of credit. On the day of
admission you can go to the Hospital Xarxa, show your Health Card at the admission office and get the necessary medical treatment without having to pay out of pocket. However, you may be asked to pay for your personal convenience items such as phone calls, assistant food, silk paper, etc. Some hospitals may also



ask you to make a small initial deposit that will be refundable at the time of discharge after deducting your personal convenience items (phone calls, assistant food, silk paper box, etc.) Please refer to the Pre-Authorization/Credit workflow at the end of this brochure to better understand 21) If the credit line is denied by
Allianz EFU, does that mean my claim is not paid? Not necessarily! Sometimes, there may be an ambiguity in the patient's history and it may not be feasible to easily confirm treatment coverage under the policy. In this case, the patient will be informed to make the payment to the Hospital Xarxa and demand
reimbursement later. Please obtain all receipts, reports, medical statement of assistance and discharge note from the Hospital and submit us together with our claim form for evaluation. If we find that the Treatment falls on the policy, the claim will be processed within fifteen (15) days. 22) Am I covered by my health
expenses incurred outside Pakistan? Yes! Provided that the following are met the insured did not travel for the sole purpose of obtaining this treatment the expenses were incurred in the emergency and medically necessary treatment that the insured party made to travel for the purposes of a medical treatment, but only
because this treatment was not available in Pakistan in any network or non-network hospital, Treatment is covered otherwise under the policy and falls on none of the exclusions that the insured member has cleared hospital bills abroad and then applies to Allianz EFU for reimbursement In all cases, the claim will be
reimbursed subject to availability of the insured member's annual limit and no more than this treatment would have cost Pakistan in a network hospital that the insured member was entitled to otherwise. 23) Can I request a change in my benefits plan during the policy period? You cannot request the change in your
pension plan during the policy period. However, the same can be requested at the time of renewal of the policy. The Company reserves the right to refuse this request or accept them subject to special conditions. 24) Briefly explain the benefits covered under my Policy? The Policy covers treatment/surgeries and services
that are medically necessary. Some of the benefits offered by the product include: Hospitalization costs in patients 1)Room &amp;& amp; Board Charges2)UCI/CCU Charges3)Hospital Nursing Fee4)Doctor and Specialist Fee5)Operation Theatre Charges6)Oxygen &amp;&amp; Blood Supplies7)Lab Tests (Blood,
Ultrasound, X-rays, etc.) Daily care procedures (dialysis, chemotherapy, endoscopies, angiographies, etc.) Specialized research (MIC, TAC and tac scan)Expenses outside patients due to accidental emergency (within 48 hours)Pre-hospitalization drugs, investigations and consultationsMeicaments of Hospitalization,
Investigations and ConsultationsIndication CoverEmergency Evacuations of Local Ambulances
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